
Project 16 - LaTex

Objectives: Learn the basics of using LaTex.
Outcome:

• A page of basic LaTex output.

1. Setup and Resource
The main resource we’ll use for understanding LaTex:
http://www.artofproblemsolving.com/Wiki/index.php/LaTeX:About

2. Tutorial

1. Go to the above webpage and read the pages ’Basics’ through ’Commands’. For now ignore all references to using TeXnicCenter.
(If you want to install TeX on your home computer, follow the commands on the first few pages about downloading MikTex and
TeXnicCenter).

Make sure you look at the Samples, both the results and the files that produced them.

2. If you want to try out some of the commands, use notepad to open a text file and put the commands in the file and save it in
your Documents folder as something like ’sample.tex’

Then go under the ’Start’ menu and select ’Run ...’. In the box, type the command ’cmd’ and hit return (if ’cmd’ doesn’t work,
try ’command’). You should get a command window. Now you’ll need to switch to your documents folder (and I’ll have to tell
you later how to do this as I don’t normally use Windows).

Once there, if you saved your file as say ’sample.tex’ you should be able to type ’pdflatex sample.tex’ and you’ll see a bunch
of stuff and hopefully no error messages. If you see any error message or a prompt asking for more information, try typing X
or, if that doesn’t work, hit ctrl-C. If it ends successfully you should be able to go into your Document folder and find a file
’sample.pdf’. View the file to see the results.

3. To Do and Turn In

1. The goal is to get you used to how it all works from creating a file, to processing it and then viewing it and to learn a few
commands. So, create a functioning ’.tex’ file that contains some text, some math (if you can) and whatever else you want to
play around with. Please add lots of comments so that you can use this file as a reference and starting point for future projects.

2. Submit your ’.tex’ file and your ’.pdf’ file.

3. If there’s a survey, please do it.
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